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Abstract—In human-robot interaction trust is one of the main
factors to take into account for enabling effective interaction.
Limited models exist that delineate the development of trust in
real world scenarios. Reshaping one of these models we show how
a probabilistic framework based on Bayesian Networks (BNs)
can incorporate the reliability of information sources into the
decisional process of artificial systems. Furthermore, using a
developmental approach we gain some insight on how children
estimate people’s reliability and how some aspects of the Theory
of Mind (ToM) can affect that estimation. To test the model
we reproduced a developmental experiment in a computational
simulation and we embedded the BNs inside an artificial agent.
The simulation results are in line with the real data, and confirm
that BNs have the potential for being included as trust evaluator
modules in robotic systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Including a model of trust in a robotic system can improve
its interaction with humans in many ways. The robot’s characteristics, and in particular performance factors, have a major
influence on perceived trust in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
[1]. Coupling a model of trust with an internal performance
estimator would enable the robot to predict how much a
person has been trusting him. Alternatively, the robot could
use the model to evaluate the human’s performance and discern
reliable users from unreliable ones. This second use would be
particularly significant in robot care for the elderly, where the
reliability of the person can fluctuate due to mental illness.
By having an estimate of the person’s reliability the system
can decide the degree of assistance to provide, and in case of
anomalous activity it can call an operator for further assistance.
Moreover the robot can give different weight to simultaneous
commands received from different users, preferring the ones
that have been reliable in the past. Although our approach can
be applied in both scenarios, we focused on the latter, because
the objective is to integrate the model in artificial cognitive
systems, and to join it with recent findings in humanoid robots
credibility [2], [3].
Our work is based on a well-defined framework called
developmental (or epigenetic) robotics [4]–[7]. The aims of
developmental robotics are on the one hand to study the
cognitive processes in babies by testing theories on robotic
platforms, on the other hand to embed the underlying principles of human cognition in artificial agents. We will show

how this approach can be helpful and how it can shed light
on some developmental mechanisms involved in trust building.
The model of trust we are introducing can be used as a standalone module as we did in our simulation, but we prefer to
consider it as part of a wider framework. In fact our next step
will be to embed it in a humanoid robot and to make it interact
with multiple users in a real environment. This premise is
fundamental and must be kept in mind in order to understand
the final objective we are facing.
A. Defining Trust
Trust has been defined as reliance on or confidence in the
dependability of someone or something [8]. To expand this
generic definition we can take into account also the temporal
dimension because for building reliance and confidence we
need to consider past interactions. This is especially true when
we have to integrate discordant information from different
sources; in this case we tend to prefer the source that has
been reliable in the past. From the developmental point of
view there are many studies that confirm how by four years
of age children are able to track the reliability of informants
preferring the most accurate source [9], [10]. However a lack
of cognitive skills may interfere with the process of source
selection generating some errors in inference. In the context
of trust one of the most important skills is the ability to read
others’ belief, known as Theory of Mind (ToM) [11]. Several
studies focused on the link between trust and ToM finding
that an immature ToM may cause errors when estimating
the informant’s reliability [12]–[14]. We followed this body
of research reshaping an existing model of ToM [15] into a
new one that integrates ToM and trust into a unified scheme.
Using Bayesian Networks (BNs) we showed that in some
particular conditions children use a cause-effect strategy to
learn and predict future events. Our work is not focused in
explaining how ToM is acquired nor do we want to explain
the underlying mechanism that impairs it, instead we aim to
incorporate aspects of ToM inside a model of trust to analyse
how it affects decision making and belief estimation.
B. Related Work
Because we used the framework of developmental robotics
we wanted to define some constraints to our literature review,

cutting off a line of research involving the so called etrust. E-trust occurs in digital contexts among artificial agents
of a distributed system and does not concern studying the
human mental processes. We decided to take into account only
those analyses that endorse a psychological and developmental
approach. In the psychological literature there are works that
investigate causal inference in adults, showing how people
are sensitive to the accuracy, certainty and self-knowledge of
others [16], [17]. These models are good descriptors of adult
behaviour but they have not been tested on children. Some
models of epistemic trust in children’s reasoning have been
produced in the past years [18]. However such models do
not seem to discriminate children with mature and immature
ToM, whereas research consistently seems to indicate a close
relationship with trust [12]–[14]. As far as we know there
are no probabilistic models that link ToM and selective trust.
Because of this uniqueness our work can be considered of
particular relevance not only in HRI but also in developmental
psychology.
The model presented in this article is based on [15]. In
[15] a Random Markov Field was used in order to show
how a probabilistic approach can model some aspects of
the ToM. This work is particularly relevant because it also
shows some interesting applications in a multi-robot scenario
and in a gaze following task. To show the potential of the
Bayesian approach we applied a modified version of [15]
to trust estimation. To achieve this goal we had to reshape
[15]. Markov Random Fields are undirected graphs meaning
that they do not incorporate the cause-effect principle, since
instead of conditional probabilities they use joint probabilities
to define relations between nodes. In our work we decided to
use BNs instead of Markov Random Fields because we think
that they better describe the mental processes of the child.
We base our statement on consistent research which is part
of the theory-theory approach to the ToM [19]. The theorytheory used causal probabilistic models to formalise the child
reasoning in mathematical way. Because we want to use our
model in different conditions we decided to keep it constrained
to a tested developmental framework. This choice makes our
model more robust and links it to a long series of high quality
experiments [20]–[24].
The major issue we had to overcome in order to use the
approach discussed in [15] is due to an assumption made by
the authors. The model is explicitly based on the hypothesis
that agents do not deceive each other. As a consequence there
is no distinction between inferred state and actual state of
others. Such an assumption is reasonable when the agents
act cooperatively, but it is not possible when it is necessary
to estimate trust. Implicit in the idea of trust there is the
possibility that the agents deceive and that their mental states
are different from their actions. The authors assert that people
are unable to access a human’s actual mental state. This is
only partially true, because given a record of past actions we
can infer others’ mental state. For example, if a person was
unreliable in past situations we can use this record to infer
her behaviour in a similar situation. In our model we took

Fig. 1.
A typical Bayesian network with two nodes, showing both the
topology and the conditional probability tables. The unknown θ1 , θ2 , θ3 are
the values to be estimated.

into account the mental state of the others’ and we introduced
an inference step for estimating their mental states. Such an
inference was ignored in [15] and was in fact impossible due
to the limitation implicit in the model design. Due to all these
considerations our revision of [15] should be considered a
substantial improvement.
Another novelty we are going to introduce in this work
is the use of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for
adjusting the network parameters. We compared the MLE
to the familiarisation phase during which the child acquires
information about the informants. As we showed in the next
section, this method can be used to collect data and it can use
these data to update the BN parameters.
II. T RUST AND BAYESIAN N ETWORKS
BNs are probabilistic graphical models that represent the
conditional dependencies between a set of random variables.
Our analysis will be limited to the case of finite and countable
values. In this case the random variables are called discrete,
and the associated probability distribution is called probability
mass function. We used capital letters to indicate random
variables and small letters to indicate the possible state or
event of the variables. For example, the random variable X
is discrete and it can assume four states {a, b, c, d}. When
the outcome of a random variable depends on the outcome of
another one, we have a conditional dependence. If the random
variable Y depends on X we can calculate the probability of Y
given a particular outcome of X which is denoted by P (Y |X).
When the two random variables are conditionally independent
P (Y |X) = P (Y ) are also indicated with Y ⊥ X.
In a BN we represent random variables as nodes and conditional dependencies as edges. The conditional dependence
incorporates a principle of causality. If X causes Y we have
a BN with a direct edge from X to Y like in Figure 1.
The probabilities associated with the conditional dependence between X and Y in a BN are represented with a
conditional distribution, and in the case of discrete random
variables can be described with a table, called conditional
probability table. In Figure 1 the conditional probability tables
associated with X and Y are reported near each node. Each
row of a conditional probability table sum to one, and contains
the conditional probability of each value for a conditional case.
A conditional case is a combination of values for the parent

nodes. The first column of the table associated to Y in Figure
1 represents the conditional values a and b for the parent X.
In our model we denoted X as representing the beliefs and
Y as representing actions. Furthermore XC denotes the belief
associated to the child where XR and XU denote the belief
associated to the reliable and unreliable informant. We used
the same subscripts for naming the variables Y .
In our simulations all the random variables were discrete.
In particular we used boolean random variables that assumed
two states a and b. The states can be considered possible labels
for an object, like in [12], or locations, like in [14].
The core of the model is the distinction between belief
and actions whereas X represents beliefs and Y represents
actions. An edge from X to Y indicates that the action Y is
a direct consequence of her belief X like in Figure 1. This
differentiation is very powerful because it can describe reliable
and unreliable informants. When an informant is deceiving
there is a difference between belief and action, and therefore
the posterior distribution of X is significantly different from
the one of Y .
A. Inference
The main advantage of using BN is the possibility to infer
the posterior probability of the nodes given some observations.
In particular we used inference for estimating the belief given
an action, and vice versa. For example, if the belief is X = b
we can calculate the posterior probability of the action Y = a
given X = b. In the simplified case of Figure 1 the posterior
value is contained in the probability table associated with the
node Y . The inference process can be applied also from the
effect to the cause. For example, if we observe the action
Y = b we can find the posterior probability of X = a by
means of the Bayes’ Theorem:

P (X = a|Y = b) =

P (Y = b|X = a)P (X = a)
P (Y = b)

domain experts. When the amount of knowledge required is
huge it is possible to use a set of data instead of the experts
for setting the network parameters, an approach known in
literature as parameter estimation or parameter learning [28].
To estimate the network parameters we used the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE). The MLE can take a dataset
to adjust the BN parameters. In our case the dataset represents statistical information collected by the child during the
interaction with the informants. The use of this technique for
online learning in a developmental context seems to be an
innovation because as far as we know there are no other cases
of its use in such a context. The implicit hypothesis in our
approach is that children can collect statistical information for
tracking the reliability of others, and that this process is similar
to how MLE sets the parameters of a BN. This is in line with
recent research [29] which showed that young children can
use statistical information, particularly a violation of random
sampling, to infer the preferences of an adult for certain type
of toys. This result was observed also in 20-month-old infants,
confirming that it is an early developmental mechanism.
To illustrate the insight behind MLE we describe a simplified interaction where a child is observing a caregiver choosing
two boxes called a and b. The child wants to predict the
behaviour of the caregiver in a future trial. Observing the
caregiver for a certain period of time the child can collect a
dataset, specifically a set of outcomes where each element can
be a or b. We denote Na and Nb as the number of times the
caregiver chooses a and b. To describe this toy example in the
BN language we need only one discrete node Y representing
the action of the caregiver. Defining a parameter θ we can
formalise the probabilities that the caregiver chooses the two
boxes this way:
PY (a) = θ
PY (b) = 1 − θ

(1)

However, computing the posterior distribution for complex
networks can present some difficulties. When the network has
only one root and each node has only one parent the network is
called a tree. In this case the Pearl’s message passing algorithm
[25] computes the exact posterior distribution for each node.
In case of multiple roots the network is called a poly-tree and
another version of the Pearl’s message passing algorithm must
be used [26]. Networks with complex connections that cannot
be classified as tree or poly-tree are called multi-connected.
Exact inference is almost impossible to obtain with these
networks, and approximation methods are generally used. The
model described in this work is a poly-tree and exact inference
methods can be used without problems.
B. Learning the Network Parameters
BNs are commonly used for creating expert systems, software that permits emulation of decision-making ability at the
level of human experts on a tightly delineated problem [27].
In this context the network is built by hand with the help of

Knowing the parameter θ allows predicting the behaviour of
the caregiver in a future trial. Evaluating different hypotheses
and choosing the one that better predicts the data, the MLE
can find an estimation of the parameter θ using the equation:
Na
(2)
Na + Nb
During the learning phase the MLE adds to its internal
counters a value for each observed event, eventually reaching
Na and Nb . When the dataset is small enough that some
events can have not yet been observed a problem can arise.
The MLE assigns zero probability to those events, negatively
affecting inference. To solve this issue it is often recommended
to initialise the count of each event to one instead of zero [30].
This solution does not perturb the posterior distributions in any
significant way, we then decided to use it in our simulation
given the small size of our dataset. All the parameters of the
networks have been set during the learning phase without any
external intervention.
The MLE can also be used in more complex scenarios.
Let’s suppose that the child wants to predict both actions and
θ̂ =

beliefs of the caregiver. To describe this new example in term
of BN we need the node X (representing beliefs) in addition
to the node Y , like in Figure 1. Because the node Y has a
parent, its conditional probability table has four entries. We
call θ2 and θ3 the parameters associated to Y , and θ1 the
parameter associated to X. In this scenario the child has to
collect a new set of information to effectively predict the belief
of the caregiver. When the caregiver performs an action, the
child has to estimate the related belief and incorporate it for
future prediction. In our model the MLE can estimate θ1 , θ2 , θ3
counting the number of events and using Equation 2. The
posterior distributions are then estimated through inference.
III. S IMULATION
To test our model we reproduced a developmental experiment [14] in a simulated environment. The approach in [14]
is particularly relevant because it directly investigated the
correlation between trust and ToM. The experiment concerned
children with mature and immature ToM who had to deal
with two kinds of informant: helpers and trickers. The children
assisted at two different scenes in which an adult indicated to
a protagonist the location of a sticker hidden inside one of two
boxes. The helper always revealed the correct location of the
sticker, whereas the tricker always gave wrong advice. After
observing the scene it was the child’s turn to be the finder. The
helper and the tricker gave conflicting advice to the child who
had to guess where the sticker was. The Theory of Mind Scale
[31] was used in order to estimate the maturity of the child’s
ToM. The Theory of Mind Scale is a five-item scale containing
tasks that measure the developmental progression of children’s
mental state understanding. The tasks ask children to reason
about situations in which a protagonist has different preferences than their own. Five factors are investigate: diversedesire, diverse-beliefs, knowledge-ignorance, false belief, false
emotions. In order to investigate the relation between trust and
ToM further, the authors used also metacognitive questions.
The children observed a new pointer helping two finders
and another pointer tricking two finders. After observing
each new pointer, the children answered four forced-choice
questions each one investigating a different factor: intention
judgment, same-context prediction, trait judgment, differentcontext prediction. For more details about the Tehory of Mind
Scale and the metacognitive questions we refer the reader to
[31] and [14].
A. Methods
To reproduce [14] we created a simulated environment with
two different artificial agents. The first agent represented children with mature ToM and the second agent represented children with immature ToM. Because in the original experiment
helpers and trickers act in separate contexts we embedded two
separate BNs into the agents’ cognitive systems. The first BN
modelled the interaction between the agent and the helper,
whereas the second BN modelled the interaction between the
agent and the tricker. As we said this is consistent with the

original experiment which the same child never received suggestions from both informants at the same time. A graphical
illustration of the two BNs can be observed in Figure 2. The
two nodes XC and YC are beliefs and actions of the agent.
The posterior distribution of the node YC allows the agent to
choose one action among all the possible outcomes. In our case
there are only two possible actions: choose box a and choose
box b. For example, if PYC (a) = 0.8 and PYC (b) = 0.2 the
agent will choose the box a because the associated action has
a higher probability. The connections between YU and YC , and
between YR and YC represent the influence that the opinions
of the informants have on the agent’s action. The action of
the agent is then a consequence of its own belief XC and the
informant action YR or YU . Because we were dealing with
two categories of agents (Mature ToM VS Immature ToM) and
two kinds of pointer (Helper VS Tricker) we had a total of
four BNs with four related datasets: Mature ToM and Reliable
Pointer, Mature ToM and Unreliable Pointer, Immature ToM
and Reliable Pointer, Immature ToM and Unreliable Pointer.
Following the procedure in the original experiment we split the
simulation into three parts: familiarization, decision making,
and belief estimation.
1) Familiarisation: The familiarisation consisted of learning the parameters of each BN using the MLE and the
associated dataset. The Bayesian approach makes it possible
to make inferences with limited data. Each dataset consisted
of only six trials, where each trial represented an interaction
between the child and the informant. The number of trials is
exactly the same as in the original experiment. In [14] there
was a session where the child watched the helper interacting
with two finders for a total of six trials. In a second session the
child watched the tricker interacting with two different finders,
also in this case for six trials. As for the original experiment we
counterbalanced the box selection, 50% of the time the helper
suggested the box a and 50% the box b. The suggestions were
always correct revealing the correct position of the stickers. In
the other session a tricker always gave wrong suggestions. The
dataset associated with the tricker contained six entries, with
each box recommended half of the time. The recommendations
were always incorrect. During the familiarisation phase the
information acquired by the agent with immature ToM differed
substantially from the information acquired by the agent with
mature ToM. The agent with immature ToM associated the
action YU to the wrong belief XU , whereas the agent with
mature ToM identified the deception and associated to YU
the real belief XU . Because of this deficit in reading the
informants’ intention the agent with immature ToM collected
wrong statistical data and the inference was then distorted in
subsequent phases. This bias is what divides a mature ToM
from an immature ToM. It is well documented in the literature
but the exact mechanism behind it is still not well understood.
We integrate the bias in our model as part of the familiarisation
phase but it is behind our scope to explain its origin. We
refer the reader to [32] for an exhaustive meta-analysis of the
phenomenon.

Fig. 2. The BNs integrated in the agent’s cognitive system. The network on the left represents the relation between the child and the unreliable informant
(tricker), the network on the right represent the relation between the child and the reliable informant (helper). Because the two networks have the same
structure and the same number of nodes, we used the subscript U (unreliable) and R (reliable) to distinguish the informants’ belief and action. The conditional
probability tables have not been reported due to space constraints.

2) Decision Making: In the decision making phase the
agent had to choose one of two boxes given the informant’s
opinion. To test this condition we set as evidence the informants’ action node PYR (a) = 1.0 and PYU (a) = 1.0. Such a
configuration corresponds to an informant indicating the box
a as the one containing the sticker. In a similar way we could
set the network to model a situation in which the informant
indicates the box b but for the sake of clarity we omitted that
result in our tables. After this preliminary phase the message
passing algorithm [26] was used to compute the posterior
distributions for each node.
3) Belief Estimation: The last phase of the simulation
was the belief estimation. In [14] the children were asked
some metacognitive questions in order to investigate their
perception of the two informants. These questions were used
to determine whether the children could correctly identify
the tricker as unreliable and the helper as reliable. To test
the network on this task we set the action and belief nodes
as evidence: PYC (a) = 1.0 and PXC (a) = 1.0. Such a
configuration represents the agent inferring actions and beliefs
of the informants given evidence that the sticker is in the box
a. Like in the previous phase after this preliminary step the
message passing algorithm was used to compute the posterior
distributions of the network.
B. Results
The final results in [14] showed that only the children
with mature ToM distinguished between helpers and trickers. The children’s score on the finding task was positively
correlated with their performance on the Theory of Mind
Scale, r(87) = .339, p = .001. This result seems to confirm
the fact that children’s reasoning about whom to trust is
strongly correlated with their understanding of mental life.
Other research is consistent with this conclusion [33], [34].
Our simulation was coherent with these results. The agent
representing children with mature ToM recognized helpers and
trickers. When the informant was a helper the agent accepted

the suggestion, when the informant was a tricker the agent
rejected the suggestion. The agent representing children with
immature ToM did not predict the behaviour of the tricker, as
observed in the experiment.
To understand the results we obtained we can directly
examine the output of each node in the BNs after the inference
phase. We decided to report four tables which illustrate the
posterior distributions of each BN. In the following sections
we are going to discuss these tables. The use of a probabilistic
approach made it possible to have a closer look at the internal
mechanics of the model, and we wanted to take advantage of
this in the discussion of the results. By studying the posterior
distributions we obtain a clear understanding of the decision
taken by the agents in our simulation.
1) Mature ToM: Table I illustrates the output of the BNs
for the agent with mature ToM. In the decision making task
the reliable pointer indicated the box a when the sticker was
in that box. The suggestion was accepted by the agent as
demonstrated by the inequality PYC (a) > PYC (b). When
the informant was unreliable the same suggestion was rejected. The network output showed the rejection in the form
PYC (a) < PYC (b), which means that the agent selected the
box b. To test the belief estimation we assumed the agent
knew which box the sticker was in and it had to guess the
informants’ belief. In our query to the BN the stickers were
inside the box a. After the computation of the posterior distributions we observed the inequalities PYR (a) > PYR (b) and
PXR (a) > PXR (b), which showed that the model successfully
anticipated the actions and the belief of the reliable pointer.
A query similar to the previous one was sent to the BN
that modelled the interaction with the unreliable informant.
The computed posterior distribution was PYU (a) < PYU (b)
and PXU (a) > PXU (b). These inequalities imply that the
agent identified a discrepancy between belief and action, and
predicted the malevolent intentions of the tricker.
2) Immature ToM: Table II illustrates the output of the
BNs for the agent with an immature ToM. In the decision

TABLE I
AGENT WITH M ATURE T O M. T HE TABLE ON THE LEFT REPRESENTS THE OUTPUTS OF THE BN AFTER THE INTERACTIONS WITH THE RELIABLE
POINTER ( HELPER ), THE TABLE ON THE RIGHT REPRESENT THE OUTPUTS AFTER THE INTERACTIONS WITH THE UNRELIABLE POINTER ( TRICKER ). T HE
ROWS OF THE TABLES REPRESENT THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH NODE OF THE NETWORKS , FOR BOTH
DECISION MAKING (DM) AND BELIEF ESTIMATION (BE) TASKS .
DM

BE

DM

a

b

a

b

XC

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

YC

0.65

0.35

1.0

XR

0.8

0.2

YR

1.0

0.0

BE

a

b

a

b

XC

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.0

YC

0.35

0.65

1.0

0.0

0.57

0.43

XU

0.2

0.8

0.57

0.43

0.62

0.38

YU

1.0

0.0

0.38

0.62

Helper

Tricker

TABLE II
AGENT WITH I MMATURE T O M. T HE TABLE ON THE LEFT REPRESENTS THE OUTPUTS OF THE BN AFTER THE INTERACTIONS WITH THE RELIABLE
POINTER ( HELPER ), THE TABLE ON THE RIGHT REPRESENT THE OUTPUTS AFTER THE INTERACTIONS WITH THE UNRELIABLE POINTER ( TRICKER ). T HE
ROWS OF THE TABLES REPRESENT THE POSTERIOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH NODE OF THE NETWORKS , FOR BOTH
DECISION MAKING (DM) AND BELIEF ESTIMATION (BE) TASKS .
DM

BE

DM

a

b

a

b

XC

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

YC

0.65

0.35

1.0

BE

a

b

a

b

XC

0.5

0.5

1.0

0.0

0.0

YC

0.65

0.35

1.0

0.0

XR

0.8

0.2

0.57

0.43

XU

0.8

0.2

0.57

0.43

YR

1.0

0.0

0.62

0.38

YU

1.0

0.0

0.62

0.38

Helper

making task the reliable pointer indicated the box a when
the sticker was in the box a. The suggestion was accepted
as demonstrated by the inequality PYC (a) > PYC (b). The
same suggestion was given by the unreliable informant but the
sticker in that case was in the box b. Because of the lack of
ToM the agent could not recognise the deception and accepted
the advice. We observed the result in the posterior distribution
PYC (a) > PYC (b). In the belief estimation task the model
produced the right posterior distributions for the helper but
the wrong distributions for the tricker: PYU (a) > PYU (b) and
PXU (a) > PXU (b). These inequalities show that the agent
cannot predict the malevolent intent of the tricker returning a
wrong distribution for the action node YU .
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this article we wanted to introduce a module for estimating trust in HRI. Starting from an existing probabilistic
model of ToM [15] we successfully integrated trust as a main
component of the model. Following a developmental approach
we used BNs as a probabilistic approach for integrating trust
and ToM into a common scheme. The MLE was used to set
the network parameters. We illustrated how the MLE can be
considered a mathematical extension of the process that allows
the children to collect their own statistical information from
the others’. To verify the reliability of the model we reproduced a developmental experiment [14]. In this experiment
children with mature and immature ToM selected the advice
of reliable and unreliable informants regarding the location of

Tricker

some stickers. The results showed that children with mature
ToM could identify the unreliable informant, whereas children
with immature ToM could not. In our simulated environment
we reproduced those results.
It is important to point out that the model we propose
can be extended to more complex situations. For example,
similarly to [15] it can take into account the contemporary
influence of two informants, and consider the weigh of each
opinion based on past reliability. Thanks to the flexibility of
BNs it is straightforward to reorganise nodes and edges for
representing this new scenario. When two informants give
advices at the same time, a single network is sufficient to
integrate them in the decisional process of the child. In this
network the action nodes of the two informants YU and YR
have a direct connection to the child node YC . The posterior
distribution of YC is influenced by the internal beliefs and the
two external actions. Using the same approach it is possible
to integrate more than two sources. Moreover the model is
not limited to situations where the tricker cheats every time,
it can integrate partially reliable and unreliable users. The
posterior distribution P1 (a) of an informant who always told
the truth, will be higher than the distribution P2 (a) of a second
informant that sometimes cheated. In this case we have that
P1 (a) > P2 (a) with P1 (a) > P1 (b) and P2 (a) > P2 (b),
meaning that the first informant is more reliable than the
second and that both are indicating the right box.
Finally, given the growing presence of autonomous systems

in our society it is necessary to implement a module that
permits the estimate of reliability. The model presented in
this work can be considered a good candidate for such a
module because it allows an artificial cognitive system to
estimate others’ belief. The simulation presented here must
be considered as a premise. The next step of our research will
be to integrate the module in a humanoid robot, in order to
estimate the reliability of different users in some daily activity.
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